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WHO'S THERE
 While the naked, puppet-like figure that appears 
repeatedly in Brian Griffiths’ exhibition No No to Knock-
Knocks is barely 12 inches tall, and has a bald, babyishly 
out-of-proportion head, between his thighs rattles the 
genitalia of a full-grown adult male. Pink, unevenly applied 
paint serves as his skin, in some parts so thin and dry that 
it reveals the wood beneath, in others glossy with what 
looks like the sweat of nervous excitement, or perhaps 
of desperation. He possesses all the lowlier sensory 
apparatus (a bulbous nose, great hinged jaws, fingers 
bunched into stiff flippers), but his ears are nothing more 
than empty metal loops, through which we might imagine 
a puppet master once passed a length of fishing wire, and 
in place of his eyes there is only pale, expressionless flesh. 
How, then, does this figure engage with the world? He has 
the faculties to sniff it, taste it, consume it. He can paw 
at it with his hands, and even perhaps bellow at it from 
his gaping, lipless mouth. He can’t listen to it, though, and 
can’t see it change around him. Unaware that his strings 
– if they ever held him up – have now been decisively cut, 
this careworn little performer is fated to clunk through his 
part. 
 In his book Puppet: An Essay on Uncanny Life 
(2011), Kenneth Gross writes that ‘the puppet serves as 
an ambassador or pilgrim to human beings from the world 
of things’. It is an object ‘that has got an education, that 
has learned to act’. Static, and lacking any obvious means 
of manipulation, Griffiths’ pink figures aren’t marionettes, 
not quite, but looking at them, we still wonder whether 
they are sculptures playing at being puppets, or puppets 
playing at being sculptures. Then there is the question 
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of who, metaphorically speaking, is pulling their absent 
strings. Are these works a proxy for the artist (he is, like 
them, a Caucasian male) or did making them demand that 
he somehow ‘get into role’?
 Notably, Griffiths drew on creative writing 
techniques to develop the character of the pink figure, 
which he has described in terms of the literary archetype 
of the ‘everyman’ – an ordinary Joe with whom audiences 
supposedly find it easy to identify, and who functions as 
their avatar in the fictional world of the page, stage, or 
screen. The problem with the idea of the ‘everyman’, of 
course, is contained within the phrase itself. From James 
Thurber’s Walter Mitty to John Updike’s Rabbit Angstrom, 
from Woody Allen’s Leonard Zelig to Matt Groening’s 
Homer Simpson, this archetype is almost without 
exception a male, and a white male at that. Perhaps 
this is why Griffiths’ pink figure so often appears to be 
on the point of collapse, or else running through some 
redundant, meaningless routine. With his eyeless face, 
and unsmiling mouth, he is a close relation to Andy Capp, 
a lazy, belligerent, and politically blinkered ‘everyman’ who 
has appeared in a daily cartoon strip in the British tabloid 
the Mirror since 1957. Is this really the kind of character 
we can still identify with, let alone feel sympathy for? And 
yet, feel sympathy we do. This, it seems to me, has less to 
do with the figure’s adopted identity, than with his origin 
in the ‘world of things’. He is a material object, not a living 
body, and it is the fact that he must communicate through 
his dull matter, must take the stage despite the implausible 
‘woodenness’ of his acting, that gives him his tragi-comic 
charge. 
 Griffiths is a sculptor, but he is also, crucially, an 
exhibition-maker. Discussing No No to Knock-Knocks with 
him over the past few months, he described it to me as ‘a 
show to reframe my thinking about objects as a fictional 
tools’, and the gallery as ‘a rehearsal space for sculptures, 
for artifice that tries to speak to the social world’. We might 
think of ‘No No…’, then, as a performance of sorts, although 
it lacks many of the characteristics common to works of 
theatre or film, among them a script, a precise internal 
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timeframe, or indeed a genre (it also has no setting, beyond 
the cursory domestic and geometric dioramas in which 
many of the pink figures find themselves, unless the setting 
is in fact the sleek, white cube space of Blain|Southern’s 
lower gallery). At times, the poses of Griffiths’ sculptures 
recall episodes from recent art history: Charles Ray’s 
jack-knifed body in Plank Piece I & II (1973), Bas Jan Ader 
tumbling from a rooftop in Fall 1, Los Angeles (1970), and 
Bruce Nauman’s prone form in Failing to Levitate in My 
Studio (1966). Perhaps this should come as no surprise. 
Each of these works is concerned with the pull of gravity, 
the ever-beckoning ground – a force to which puppets 
are particularly susceptible. Unlike a human spine, their 
strings alone are not enough to keep them upright. What 
elevates them, what makes them live, is the imagination 
and the will of the puppeteer. 
 While Griffiths’ wall-based pink figures adopt 
horizontal positions – reclining, sleeping, even perhaps 
playing dead – the trio on the tabletops stand tall, 
supported at their points of articulation by a plywood 
backing board. Look closely, and we see that these boards 
are fitted with a series of unused hooks and panel pins, 
suggesting that the figures might be repositioned. This 
is a nod both to their past life in the artist’s studio, where 
Griffiths experimented with posing them this way and 
that before settling on the postures they would adopt 
for the exhibition, and also, significantly, to their ongoing 
improvisatory potential. If this seems like a small detail, 
consider how few artworks admit the prospect of their 
own reshaping. We might ask ourselves again, are these 
sculptures playing at being puppets, or puppets playing 
at being sculptures? Whatever the answer, they have an 
unruly ambiguity. Griffiths may be an exhibition-maker, 
but that does not mean that he regards it as a site where 
energies are grounded, or possibilities closed down. 
 Three large works hang from the gallery’s ceiling, 
and slump on to its floor. Formed from bolts of grey-
painted canvas, tied here and there with black cohesive 
bandages, they are, like the trio on the table tops, rough 
approximations of the human body, although they are 



soft where the pink figures are hard, and muted where 
they are bright. The shift in scale, here, is abrupt, almost 
psychedelic, like when Lewis Carroll’s Alice consumes the 
‘Eat Me’ cake, or Jonathan Swift’s shipwrecked Gulliver 
washes up, blinking, on the shores of Lilliput. Speaking to 
Griffiths about these two orders of figuration, he told me 
that he wanted visitors to the show to ask themselves ‘Who 
is dreaming whom?’ There seems to be no answer to this 
seesaw of a question, until we consider our own presence 
in the gallery space. It is our living bodies, after all, which 
provide a measure, which make the canvas figures into 
silent, watchful giants, and the pink figures into blind and 
noisy dwarves.
 Let’s finish with a few words on Griffiths’ percussive 
title, No No to Knock-Knocks, which both suggests the 
sound of wooden limbs clunking together, and appears 
to prohibit that most wearying of comic gambits, the 
knock-knock joke. Such jokes, of course, always follow 
the same pattern: the rap on the door (‘Knock-knock’), the 
enquiry as to the nature of the caller (‘Who’s there’), the 
announcement of the caller’s name (‘Mikey’), the demand 
for more information (‘Mikey who?’), and the inevitable, 
terrible wordplay (‘Mikey won’t fit in the keyhole, please 
let me in’). Is Griffiths warning us against falling into fixed 
routines, fixed thinking, lest we become as emotionally 
impoverished, and as easily manipulated, as his pink 
figures?  Is he claiming that humour has a higher purpose 
(pathos, perhaps?) beyond the making of cheap puns? 
Two thoughts occur. The first is that all knock-knock jokes 
turn on the absence of visual evidence. If the party on the 
interior side of the door could see the caller – through a 
peephole, perhaps, or via the video screen of an entry 
phone – then there would be no need for them to enquire 
‘Who’s there?’ The second is that this question – which 
also forms the opening line of Shakespeare’s Hamlet – 
is, at base, existential in nature. Try asking it of Griffiths’ 
scuffed, exhausted performers. Those soulful lumps of 
matter might just answer back.
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The character has been directed to perform for this publication. 
His role in the gallery is different, his world larger and rounder.
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